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Culture 13

Plain Talk

I am always happy to see new ventures undertaken by aspiring Muslims. It befits them to stand against dividing society in general, and their own community in specific, and I am still hearing to see what book forms Hell might be in the almost parallel feminist movements.

I remember how in 1991 Dr. El-Esdwaie's memoirs with novelie Salwa Bakry, began publishing heger, a new society of book and novelie relations to women. The most add for this new publication entitled Men's Wishes and Women's Mourns. The movement's Women and Memory Focus was designed as the most significant new foundation as one of its founding members.

This was one of the most significant new foundations aiming at Arab cultural and social history in terms of con temporanous women's issues. This was one of the most significant new foundations aiming at Arab cultural and social history in terms of contemporary women's issues.

Thus, the most of the founding members are authors of literature, English in particular, all with strong views about the social workmen, psychologists, or sociologists. Their only objective was to redefine the balance of the modern society, that has been distorted by the pro domino of dictation. Women, El-Sudwa believes, have to create a new code of social reality. Their role has to be marginalized. They can't be left alone in the distortion of history, by the men who are the modern domineers.

The rationale for redefining history is essentially politi cal, but also a social one. It is aimed at avoiding a particular stand towards life. And it is also viewed as a positive extension to the socially and political situation of the twenty one century. It is also devoted to the documentation of the biographies of Egyptian women who has been written at the beginning of the century, as a way to play a role in the development of the government, and the reworking of some existing theories of feminism and feminist perspective; the ground and the root that would aim at strengthening the political and social liquidation in the field of Arab cultural and social history in terms of the estabishment of a library spe cialized in Arab women's literature.

All these future activities were designed by them be cause they didn't produce cultural material that can be used by some of the current concepts. A lot of those women and their relation to the world around them, is one of the main aims of the reating of all the cultural and social factors necessary for the re- and the reworking of some existing theories of feminism and feminist perspective; the ground and the root that would aim at strengthening the political and social liquidation in the field of Arab cultural and social history in terms of the estabishment of a library spe cialized in Arab women's literature.
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